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INTEGRATED SWIMMING POOL 

FILTER SYSTEM【PIPELESS FILTER】 

-No Plant Room、No Buried Pipeline &No Balancing Tank Required 

 

 

 
 

USER MANUAL 
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Thank you for purchasing one of our high quality filters 

Our customer service staffs are ready to help and answer any questions. 

 

 

 

Our phone number is +86-020-66637513 

Guangzhou Denor Swimming Pool Equipment Co., td 

Block A1,No.18 Community Industrial Zone,Xiamao,Shijing Str.Baiyun Dist, Guangzhou, Guangdong, 

ChinaWebsite: www.denorpool.com 

Email: denorpool@163.com 

 

 

 

Please call us if you have any questions 

Our customer service staff can be reached 

Monday to Friday from 9:00am to 6:00pm Beijing Time 

You can also send us an email or visit our website 

For additional customer service information 

Also for original or fake products checking 

 

 

 

Prior to calling, emailing or website visiting 

Please have the following information with you: 

Customers’ company name and address 

Contact person name 

Telephone number  

Email address 

Proof of purchase 

Product model number 

Product bar code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

◎2010 The Guangzhou Denor Swimming Pool Equipment Co., Ltd 

 All Rights Reserved. 

Chinese Trademark Registration Number 5013580 

http://www.denor.com.cn/
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Important Precautions 

 

1. In order to prevent severe damage to the unit, never power on the unit when it is outside of the 

swimming pool.  

 

2. The power cord must be connected to an appropriate earthed socket.  

 

3. Do not operate the unit when people are in the pool.  

 

4. Ensure the drainage pipe for technical compartment leakage is pre-buried. 

 

5. For optimal performance, before power on make sure that there is no air left inside the unit 

(full of the water through priming jet which is inside of the unit).  

 

6. Do not try to lower the unit down to the level of the ground. Install them always above the 

ground according to the installation guidance. 

 

7. Before power on, make sure the unit is connected well with the control panel, which could 

affect the unit’s performance or cause damage.  

 

8. The filter bags should be cleaned every time you use the unit. This will prevent that the dirty 

filter bags affect the normal operation of the unit.  

 

9. The unit should be stored in a cool and ventilated place or protected with cover, away from 

direct sunlight, when not in use.  

 

10. The control panel should be placed indoor area. In order to avoid raining and the potential 

damage of components, never cover the control panel with wet items. 

 

11. Only authorized after sales service personnel should open the technical compartment and the 

control panel, otherwise the warranty will be invalidated.  

 

12. In order to avoid any accident, it is strongly recommended to connect the handrail with the unit 

(included in the box) for the safety of going up and down the pool. 

 

13. Do not use the unit beyond the working environment/conditions stated in this manual.  

 

 

 

Please read the instruction manual carefully before use and keep it for future 

reference. 
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 Introduction 

“Degaulle” Pool Water Treatment Principle 

 

Vacuum negative pressure has been produced when the motor and pump running 

→Raw water will be drawn from skimmer opening on the side of the unit to the filter 

basket (Water come into the basket from the surface to filter the leaves…)  

→After basket filtered, water outgoing to the filter bag (5~15microns) for precision filtered 

→After filtered by Bag filter, water will be discharged back to the pool  

→”Degaulle” filtration system includes all traditional system functions 

→It is efficiency, coupled with easy maintenance, will provide complete satisfaction. 

 

“Degaulle” Pool Filtration System Features 

 

1. High filtering capability: it can reach up to 5um.  

2. Room saving: No operation room needed, it has the ABS, PP or PE housing instead 

of the operation room. Nowadays, the earth for building is really expensive, so this 

filter can be your best choice. 

3. Pipe free: Our filter system does not need pipelines any more, so it can help with the 

leakage problem. 

4. Auto chemical feeder: Chemicals can be sent to pool automatically once the motor 

start, if you do not like to put chemicals to pool, switch off the valve. 

5. Vacuum functions: This system has two vacuum functions. All dirt &debris can be 

sucked into the skimmer basket or sucked through the vacuum pipe then out. 

6. Massage functions: Our machine has turbo boost massage jet, something like 

Jacuzzi. And air switch can be used to control the air bubble. And auxiliary jet can 

assist the massage jet to strengthen the power of the water to massage. 

7. Multiple functions: No underwater light, handrail, ladders, transformer, pump, sand 

filter needed any more, etc. 

8. Environmental &Reliable: We start this system for more than 6 years and have 

thousands of successful cases in locally and overseas. And our machines are with 

CE approvals already. Successfully exported to India, Singapore, Taiwan, France, 

Turkey, Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia…etc. 

9. Warranty: We offer 2-year-limited warranty for our machine. 

10. Professional technical supports: Our senior managers are with 22 years 

experience in swimming pool filters, so we ensure you that we can help you with any 

difficulties if needed and offer you our best services. 

11. Corrosion Proof Housing: This machine is made out of PP material with the 

functions of anticorrosion, watertight protection, scratches, cracks, tears proof etc... 

12. Digital Control panel: Three groups working time setting, automatic and manual 
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working mode, overheating, overvoltaging, overcurrent protection etc… 

 

 “Degaulle” Filtration System Technical Parameters 

 

Model Number: J-8010 

Specification: 960×580×810mm 

Power: 0.75Hp 

Voltage: 220V/50Hz 

Filtering: 15m3/h 

Underwater Light: 6W/12V LED 

Filter Capability: 5um 

Filter Medium: Bag Filter 

N.W.: 80Kgs 

G.W.: 95Kgs 

Available Colors: White, Yellow, Blue, Red 

Packing Size:  

Main Host:1060×670×880mm 

Handrail: 1140×810×100mm 

 

 

 Prepare Technical Compartment Pit Beside The Pool 

 

1. Please make sure The Gap (Pool wall for supporting the filtration unit) between 

technical compartment and filtration compartment is 25cm.(Fig.1) 
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Fig.1 

2. Please ensure the size for technical compartment pit is : 960×530×420mm (Fig.2) 

3. Please make sure there is drainage pipe for the technical compartment water 

outgoing. (Fig.2) if there is no connector inside of the unit; please open a suitable hole 

yourself. But please make sure the location is well connected with the drainage pipe. 

 
Fig 2 

 

4. Please take care of the wire in the electrical conduit pipe to connect the technical 

compartment is 4*2.5m2;If possible, please make the wire inside of a protective 

sheath. 

5. Please leave the handrail 2 round holes for installation accordingly.(Fig. 3) 

 

Handrail Hole 
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Fig. 3 

6. Please backfill fine sand (Depth≥110mm) at the bottom of the technical compartment 

pit for shock absorption and noise level reduction. 

7. Please backfill sand or concrete and then coping stone to fix the unit and decorate the 

gap between compartment and the pool wall. 

 Prepare Indoor Control Panel Pit  

 

1 The size for indoor control panel pit should be 280×180×100mm (Fig. 4)  

2 Control panel is not water proof, is a must to install it indoor and never cover or wet it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 

 Connect The Control Panel To The Unit 

 

1. Connect the cable to the junction box inside of the unit. (Fig. 5) 

2. Connect the cable to the control panel.(Fig 5) 

app:ds:shock
app:ds:absorption
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Fig 5 

 Operation Guiding For Parts Of The Unit 

 

1. Empty air inside of the pump and plumbing system inside of the unit with full of water 

through the priming jet. 

2. Add Chemicals into the chlorine feeder (if there is in the technical compartment)    

or filter basket in filtration compartment.【Ref.: 4g chlorine for 1 m3 pool water】 

3. Strengthen power with pneumatic switch to change the pump speed to high or low 

4. Close the side water nozzle to strengthen the front nozzle power. 

5. Boost the water bubble by air switch 

6. Change the directions of the discharge nozzle for massage or filtration. 

 

 Guiding For By Pass Pipes 

1. Vacuum Ports 

There are two vacuum ports in our filtration unit. Vacuum inlet locates at the side of 

filtration compartment (front vac.port) and vacuum outlet locates at the side of 
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technical compartment (back vac.port).get the vacuum hose to be well connected 

with front port and turn the valve inside of the filtration system to correct position, start 

the motor to begin the vacuum. (Fig. 6) 

 

2. Delivery/Return 

Connect the port at the side of technical compartment to plumbing system around the 

pool and close the port at the side of the filtration system. Turn on the motor to start 

filtering to deliver /return the water. (Fig. 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 

 Instruction Of The Control Panel 

 Basic Operation Guiding 

 

POWER:  (This switch cannot shut down the general power, please shut down the 

general power if long time no uses our unit). 

Press “POWER” button，the unit will work and the indicator above the button will be 

on in red. 

① When the pump working mode is manual, screen 

will display content same as below (Fig. 7)  

 

 

Fig. 7 

② If no setting, pump will keep manual working mode as default, at this time we can 

Press  “PUMP” Button to switch on/off pump. 

③ When Pump working mode is Auto, screen will display the content same as below 

Vacuum Discharge Port 

or Delivery /Return Port 

Vacuum Suction Port or 

Delivery /Return Port 
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(Fig.8) .If no setting, pump will enter into automatic working mode; “PUMP” button will 

not work and the unit will work according to the date& time displaying in the screen. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 

④ Press    “POWER” button again, the unit will be standby, Indicator above the button 

will be off. Screen will display content same as below. (Fig. 9). 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 

⑤  “PUMP” Button: When the working mode is manual, press “PUMP” button to 

Switch ON/OFF pump, Indicator above the button will be on/off accordingly. 

⑥  “LAMP” Button: Press “LAMP” button to Switch ON/OFF the lamp, Indicator 

above the button will be on/off accordingly. 

⑦  “OZONE” Button: Press “OZONE” button to Switch ON/OFF the ozonator, 

Indicator above the button will be on/off accordingly. 

⑧  “ UP” Button: Adjust the menu upward 

⑨  “DOWN” Button: Adjust the menu downward 

⑩ M U N E  “MENU” Button: Menu all functions 

⑪  “ENTER” Button: Confirm all information you chose. 

 

 Functions in Menu 

 

① Date, Time and Week setting 
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Set the Date, Time and Week with “UP” and “DOWN” buttons and confirm with 

“ENTER” button. (Fig. 10) 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 

② Pump Working Modes 

  Press “MENU” Button to get Pump working mode same as showing below (Fig.11) 

and then press “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to set the working mode to manual or 

automatic.【MAN: Manual  AUT: Automatic】 

 

 

Fig. 11 

③ Time Setting for Automatic working mode 

When Pump is under automatic working mode, Press “MENU” Button to get the time 

setting for automatic working, press “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to set the time, press 

“ENTER” button for confirmation. The picture showing below is the working time from 

Saturday to Sunday 7 days. (Fig. 12) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 

Remark: When pump is under automatic working mode and the control panel is 
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power on, pump will work according to the time setting cycling by week. 

 

④ Blacklist setting under automatic working mode 

   Under automatic working mode, press “MENU” Button to get blacklist setting menu 

showing below (Fig.13). Press “UP” and “DOWN” buttons to set the date and confirm 

with “ENTER” Button. 

   Remark: There are totally 45 days can be blocked. During these days, when pump is 

under automatic working mode, Pump will 

stop working automatically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13 

 Clean The Pool Manually With Filtration System  

 

1. Connect the hose to the vacuum cleaner head 

 

2. Position the vacuum cleaner head at the bottom of the pool 

 

3. Fill the hose with water by using the discharge nozzle of our filtration system 

 

4. Position the dual plate…【We offer two plates for vacuum. Please put white plate first, 

if the power is not big, please put the transparent plate again. if the power is still not 

big, please turn holes in plates together.】. 

 

5. And connect it the hose 

 

6. Move the head of the vacuum slowly as you were moving a lawn till all of the pools 

are completely clean. 

 

7. The brush the wall 

 

8. Take out the basket and clean it 

 

9. Take out the active membrane 
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10. Remove the clips from the membrane 

 

11. Turn the membrane inside out 

 

12. Place it on the filter bag stand ( if there is) or other suitable places 

 

13. Hose it down until all dirt has been removed 

 

14. Turn the membrane back and replace it into the filtration system 

 

15. We finish all physical maintenance, Now we need to check the water 

 

16. Dive your arm 40cm into the pool to collect some water for water quality testing 

 

17. Adjust the level of water to the line of the test kit  

 

18. Put 5~6 drops of the red bottle for PH 

 

19. Idem with the yellow bottle for the chlorine 

 

20. Close the recipient and shake it 

 

21. Check the levels on a white background 

 

22. Enjoy Degaulle Pool Life  

 

 

REMARK: IF YOU STILL CANNOT UNDERSTAND HOW TO OPERATE, PLEASE 

ASK CALL OR EMAIL US BACK, WE WILL SEND YOU PICTURE INSTRUCTION FOR 

DETAILS. 

 

 

 

 Daily Maintenance 

 

1. Keep the filtration house tidy and clean all the time. Clean the stubborn blot with 

rubbing alcohol or detergent. Polish the scratch with silver sandpaper and wax it. 

2. Take care of the motor working status, once there is an error happened, please stop it 

immediately and Call technicians for repair it 

3. Keep the water out of the control panel and the motor. 

4. Test the water always to keep it of clean and hygiene. Add chemicals to adjust PH. 

5. Clean the pool timely by automatic pool cleaner or by our filtration system. 
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 Frequent Asked Questions 

 

1. Q: Why Control panel does not display? 

A: No power supply or connector loosen. 

 

2. Q: Why the motor works but no water out? 

A: Pump or plumbing system is not vacuumed, water inlet does not work or filter bag 

is too dirty. 

 

3. Q: Why the underwater light is off? 

A: No power supply or the bulb is broken 

 

4. Q: Why the motor does not work?  

A: No power supply or connector loosen. 

 

5. Q: Why the Circuit breaker trip automatically? 

A: The circuit is leaking or wrong connecting. 

 

 Guarantee of services 
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